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Editorial

Uncertainties Of Polls
And Earnings To Keep
Markets On Tenterhooks

T

he first week of the month of April 2019 will go
down in the history of stock market as a landmark
week as the BSE Sensex for the first time breached
the 39,000 mark on the first day of the new financial
year, which also happens to be the index's 40th birth
anniversary. The optimism on Dalal Street was fuelled by
core sector, which showed some green shoots by clocking
in stronger growth in February at 2.1 per cent versus
1.5 per cent in January. Also, the government recorded
the highest GST collection in the last month of fiscal
2018-19 at Rs 1.06 trillion. With the Bank Nifty already
touching its all-time high level on March 12 and the BSE
Sensex registering its all-time high on the very first day of
new fiscal, now it was the Nifty's turn to keep pace and it
did not disappoint the investors/traders as the index also
registered new all-time high on April 3. But it seemed it
was just a gesture as Nifty failed to sustain at the top and
drifted into the negative territory amid uncertainty over
monetary policy and the negative monsoon report by the
Skymet, the private weather forecaster which estimated
that monsoon could be below average due to the El Nino
effect. Also, the markets were seen apprehensive about the
SC ruling, which is expected to delay the NPA resolution.
The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) of the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) decided to reduce the policy
rate by 25 bps to 6 per cent and it maintained the neutral
policy stance. The GDP growth for 2019-20 is projected
at 7.2 per cent.
Following a lull in the primary market in FY18-19,
there is some excitement seen in the IPO market in recent
times as the market’s sentiments have improved. The issue
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CMP

`370.30

BSE Smallcap

31.66
2.7
0.94

2.32
0.86

of Rail Vikas Nigam was subscribed 1.8 times, while that
of Metropolis Healthcare opened on Wednesday and
Polycab is another issue all set to hit the D-Street.
On the global front, concerns over slowdown in the
global economy cooled off as China, the world’s second
largest economy, reported a strong reading of official
PMI. In the US, consumer sentiment and manufacturing
output both rose in March, which will revive investors’
itch for riskier assets. Also, the US-China trade talks are
at the final stage, which kept the sentiments in an upbeat
mood. Meanwhile, on the Brexit front, MPs have voted
by a majority of one to force the British prime minister
to ask for an extension to the Brexit process, in a bid to
avoid any no-deal scenario.
Going ahead in the coming week, the centre of
attention would be India's general elections. The first
phase of the polls will be held on April 11 and the polling
will go on in phases till the conclusion of the final phase
on May 19. The results of the polls will be declared
on May 23. Also, the Q4FY2018-19 earning seasons
will be the talk of the town. A CRISIL report says that
India Inc. revenue growth is likely to halve in the Q4
due to slump in commodity prices. On the global front,
the outcome of trade talks between the US and China
will be on the market participants' radar along with
the movement of crude oil prices. Indian stock markets
have been on a tear lately and if we examine the current
rally, it is approximating its price-wise and duration-wise
maturity compared with the rally which began from the
March 2018 low to the high of August 2018, gaining
about 18.17 per cent in 23 weeks’ time frame. At the
present juncture, Nifty has rallied about 18 per cent from
October 2018 low to the April 2019 high of 11,761, in
the last 23 weeks. Going forward, the markets are likely
to remain on the tenterhooks till the outcome of the
general elections and earnings season are known.
Subscribers can send their feedback and queries on
technicals portfolio guide to fnieditor@dsij.in

Street Talk:
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BSE Midcap

SATIN CREDITCARE NETWORK

BUY

High risk taking investors can take exposure in Satin
Creditcare Network (BSE Code 539404). The stock is likely to
keep its upward momentum alive in the short term.
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FUNDAMENTAL RECOMMENDATION
HSIL

{Ticker :

500187

{

{

BUY: `282.35

Target: `315

HSIL is India’s largest sanitary ware manufacturer. The
company is engaged in the manufacture and distribution of sanitary ware and glass containers primarily in
India. The company operates in two divisions, namely,
building products and packaging products. In Q3FY19,
the net sales of the company stood at Rs 735.72 crore,
up 27.2 per cent from Rs 578.41 crore in December
2017. The company’s net profit stood at Rs 25.5 crore
in December 2018, up 63.67 per cent from Rs 15.58
crore in December 2017. The management expects 10
per cent YoY revenue growth from building products

52-Week H/L: `419/186

FV: `2

Equity: `14.46Cr.

LAST FIVE QUARTERS (`/Cr) Standalone
Total Income
Other Income
Operating Profit
Interest
Net Profit
Equity

Dec-18
735.72
1.81
109.15
27.58
25.50
14.46

Sep-18
622.65
5.09
56.47
16.40
4.67
14.46

Jun-18
542.41
1.55
45.62
11.21
2.10
14.46

Mar-18
660.82
6.33
80.96
20.28
23.91
14.46

Dec-17
579.45
1.02
73.54
12.87
15.58
14.46

segment with operating profit margin of 16-17 per cent in
FY20. In the packaging segment, price hikes and higher
utilisation rate would aid improvement in profitability.
Considering all these factors, we recommend a BUY.

REVIEW
MPHASIS

{Ticker : 526299 { FV: `10

{

52-Week H/L: `1278/855

We had recommended Mphasis in volume no. 35, issue
no. 15 (dated Feb 04, 2019), when the scrip was trading
at Rs 991 Our recommendation was backed by factors like
strong performance and the likelihood of improvement in
the core business. In Q3FY19, the company posted strong
performance with growth in revenue by 12 per cent YoY and
profit by 29 per cent YoY. Strong growth in core business and
DXC/HP business was offset by a slowdown in the digital
risk business. The company management remains confident
of delivering 15-17 per cent margins in the medium term,
led by automation resulting in operational efficiencies from

Rec. Price `991

CMP: `970.55

Percentage: 2.1

LAST FIVE QUARTERS (`/Cr) Consolidated
Total Income
Other Income
Operating Profit
Interest
Net Profit
Equity

Dec-18

Sep-18

Jun-18

Mar-18

Dec-17

1970.96
50.63
381.20
3.45
277.97
186.10

1914.84
47.59
380.49
3.51
270.93
193.42

1820.22
45.27
365.30
4.49
258.31
193.32

1744.49
42.26
351.73
4.32
237.67
193.27

1660.69
35.36
309.51
2.88
214.94
193.20

managed service projects. Management remains optimistic
about HP/DXC channel and expects it to grow at par with the
industry by increasing its wallet share in vendor consolidation.
Considering all these factors, we recommend it as a HOLD.

TECHNICAL RECOMMENDATION
STOCK STRATEGY

BSE Code ...... 500010

HDFC ..................................... BUY ................................. CMP `2,041.25
Target 1 .... `2165 | Target 2 .... `2210 | Stoploss ...`1975 (CLS)

✓ Current Observation: Technically, the stock is trading near to its
HOUSING DEVELOPMENT FINANCE CORPORATION
lifetime high and above the recent pivot. It is also breaking out the
36-week 'cup and handle' pattern. On a daily chart, the stock has
also broken out of the 'inverted head and shoulder' pattern, which
is also a bullish sign. It is trading above the long and short term
moving averages and all of them are turned upside. During the last
four months, it had tested the Rs 2016 level and has broken it this
week decisively.
✓ Its ADX is above 25 level, which shows strength in an uptrend.
The directional momentum indicators +DI is much above the
-DI, which is also a positive sign. The RSI above 60 in the weekly
and daily charts is in super bullish zone. The MACD line crossed over the signal line above the zero line this week, suggesting
that the bullish momentum is picking up in the stock. The volumes are also on the higher side.
✓ Williams Accumulation and Distribution indicator is at lifetime high, indicating that the smart money is flowing into the
stock. The overall institutional holding (FII+DII) increased to 89.25 per cent in the December quarter. The FIIs holding the
stock rose by 37 to 1779. Its price strength (William O Neil’s RS) is at 77 and is also turned upside on a weekly chart. The
stock is meeting all the CANSLIM criteria.
✓ One can buy this stock at Rs 2041.25 with a stop loss of Rs 1975. The targets are open towards Rs 2165 in the very short
term and Rs 2210 in the medium to long term.

REVIEW OF STOCK STRATEGY
We had recommended our readers to buy the stock of Merck
Ltd at Rs 3558.15 in issue no. 23 (dated April 1, 2019). Post
our recommendation, the stock moved higher in line with
our expectation and went on to touch the level of around Rs
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3800. We had given a ‘BOOK PROFIT ’ message at the level of
Rs 3756.75 through our SMS service on April 1, 2019. Thus,
investors who had taken position according to this strategy
would have made decent profit
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SENTIMENT INDICATORS
200-DMA INDICATOR: This indicator is a

measure of the percentage of Nifty 50 stocks
that are trading above/below their 200-day simple moving average. The 200-DMA is considered as an important and one of the basic trend
following indicators that can be used to determine long-term trend of a security. Almost 66
per cent stocks that constitute the Nifty50, the
bellwether equity benchmark, are trading above
200-DMA, while 34 per cent stocks are trading
below their 200-DMA. There has been uninterrupted improvement in the ratio of stocks
trading above its 200-DMA since the last week
of February. On a week-on-week comparison
basis, we observed that the indicator marked
a high of 68 per cent and on Wednesday we
witnessed reversal from that level as 2% of the
stocks slipped below their 200-DMA due to severe fall from the
higher levels in the index. The continuous improvement in the
Sectoral Sentiment Indicator : This indicator

basically interprets the number of stocks in the
sectoral indices trading above/below their 200day moving average. This will help us to know
which of the sectors are improving their performance. According to the sectoral sentiment
indicator, the Bank Nifty, Nifty Private Bank,
Nifty PSU Bank are extremely overstretched at
the moment as more than 80 per cent of the
stocks are trading above their 200-DMA and
the prices of majority of the stocks are trading
way above their 200-DMAs, so we expect the
above indices may stall their momentum and
may witness sideways action. On the flip side,
the Nifty Auto is in extremely oversold zone as
93.75 per cent constituent stocks are trading
below their 200-DMAs. The Nifty Pharma index is at the neutral
level as the constituents of this sector are trading at 1:1 ratio, that

Indicator To Gauge Internal Strength :

This indicator helps us to gauge the internal
strength of the market. Among the Nifty 500
stocks, increasing number of stocks reaching
new 52-week highs and fewer stocks reaching
new 52-week lows is symbolic of a bull market,
and vice-versa being true of a bear market.
Considering the below chart, it clearly indicates
that for the last five trading sessions, an average
of 14 stocks are marking fresh 52-week highs,
while about three stocks are marking new
52-week lows. On March 29 and April 1, 2019,
we saw the highest number of stocks hitting
52-week highs in the last five trading sessions.
The ratio on March 29 was 22:1, where 22
stocks registered a new 52-week highs and only
one stock registered 52-week low. On April 1, this ratio was 20:1,
where 20 stocks touched 52-week highs and only one stock hit
52-week low. Thereafter, the number of stocks hitting 52-week

200-DMA INDICATOR

ratio is halted on w-o-w basis, which clearly indicates that the
upward momentum is likely to take pause in the upcoming days.

Sectoral Sentiment Indicator

is, 50 per cent stocks are trading above their 200-DMAs, while 50
per cent stocks are trading below their 200-DMAs.

Indicator to gauge internal strength

high did not see any significant improvement and the ratio turned
8:3 and 12:4 as on April 2 & 3, 2019, respectively. This clearly
indicates that stocks are not participating as much as was seen on
March 29 and April 1.

*LEGEND: n DMA - Daily Moving Average. n MACD - Moving Average Convergence Divergence n RMI - Relative Momentum Index
n ROC - Rate of Change n RSI - Relative Strength Index
(Closing price as of Apr 03, 2019)
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Technicals
WHAT LIES AHEAD : NEAR-TERM PICTURE
SPOT NIFTY : Nifty tested its prior
lifetime highs during this week. After
making a series of indecisive and
bearish patterns, it finally gave up the
uptrend on Wednesday. The benchmark index is closing below its prior
bar low for the last two days, which
is a signal that the upward momentum is fading. In the aftermath of
the weekly expiry and RBI policy on
Thursday, it witnessed high volatility,
took support at 8-EMA and settled
above that. The Nifty is falling more
than 0.25 per cent and volumes are
higher than the previous day, which
is an indication of distribution. The
negative divergence in RSI is clearly visible now. If the RSI on the
daily chart falls below the 63 level (now at 65.12), it will be a confirmation of the divergence as well as bearishness. The momentum
indicator MACD line is also turning down and the histogram is
clearly showing a cool off in momentum. The negative divergence
in stochastic oscillator was also confirmed by the cross-under at
an extreme high. As per the advanced Jeff Tompkins’ TradeTrend
setup, on Thursday, the criteria for a Sell set-up has occurred in
Nifty. So, avoid any kind of long positions but one can take short
positions with 11,660 as stop loss. On the weekly chart, Nifty is
forming shooting star kind of bearish pattern at lifetime highs,
which is not a good sign at all. If it closes below the 11,572 mark
on Friday, the bearishness will strengthen further next week. Even
on the weekly chart, the stochastic oscillator cross-under is visible
now and any further down in the index will lead to a sharper fall.
In any case, as Nifty was unable to move upside towards 11,760
level again, there are enough possibilities of correcting at least 50
per cent of the recent rally, which means testing the 11,200 level
again. So, exit longs in the index and apply bearish strategies. As

long as Nifty trades below 11,700, hold shorts. The targets are
visible towards 11,200 in the next two weeks.
NIFTY DERIVATIVES: Since last expiry, Nifty has gained
just 28 points or 0.24 per cent. As the market is witnessing a
decline, in two days the open interest (OI) has gone up further.
On Thursday, the OI was up by 2.67 per cent. This is a definite indication of shorts build up in the index. In all the strikes
above 11,000, call selling is visible. For April 11 weekly option
series, the highest call selling happened in 11,800 strike, with an
open interest of 800,625, and added fresh shorts of 396,150 on
Thursday. 11,700 strike calls also have the highest open interest
with an OI of 7,22,625. On just Thursday, this strike added
4,88,250 open interest. which is the highest addition among all.
At the same time, at 11,400 strike puts have the highest OI of
5,28,000. The Put-Call ratio is at 1.02. The first week rollovers
are at 6.92 per cent. As per currently available derivative data, the
max pain is at 11,600. The Nifty will encounter tough resistance
at the 11,800-11,700 zone and the supports are at 11,400-11,550
zone for the next week. As there are enough bearish signs visible
now, apply bearish vertical spread option strategies in the index.

THE 'CALM BEFORE THE STORM' INDICATOR (BOLLINGER BAND SQUEEZE)
Stock Name
DISHTV
RELCAPITAL
ABCAPITAL
RAYMOND
ANANTRAJ
NIITLTD
CORPBANK
RADICO
JKTYRE
ELECON

Previous day volume

5-day avg volume

31884024
8198336
2722460
2695144
888030
868981
3039475
370602
757839
274932

22562926
9579383
4924808
1112315
501638
834012
2103737
405727
1125979
126367

Prev Weeks High
41.45
212.70
103.25
816.05
34.20
92.45
29.45
406.65
92.85
66.50

Prev Weeks Low
34.35
176.45
95.85
784.00
32.50
88.25
27.70
389.50
89.20
61.80

The Bollinger Band squeeze occurs when volatility falls to low levels and the Bollinger Bands narrow. A volatility contraction or
narrowing of the bands can foreshadow a significant advance or decline. This scanner helps you to identify such stocks which
are likely to witness expansion in volatility in the coming days.

STOCKS NEAR TO 1-2 PER CENT RANGE OF BREAKING MONTHLY H/L.
NEAR PREVIOUS MONTH HIGH
STOCK NAME
5-DAY AVG VOLUME
RSI
BHEL
29271284
64.74
IDFCFIRSTB
17588944
65.59
PFC
11648304
58.44
ITC
10956635
57.97
JSWSTEEL
10371150
53.65
Disclaimer: The information contained is not an buy or sell recommendation.
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NEAR PREVIOUS MONTH LOW
STOCK NAME
BRITANNIA
HINDUNILVR
CIPLA
MCDOWELL-N
COFFEDAY

5-DAY AVG VOLUME
474963
1589193
2986446
2485024
237454

RSI
46.02
36.97
34.29
41.04
41.85

www.DSIJ.in

Your Technical Portfolio Guide
EXCEL CROP CARE LTD

CMP: `3740.80

BSE Code: 532511

I am holding shares of Excel Corp Care Ltd bought at the breakout at Rs 3400 for the short
term, The stock is up, so should I sell or wait?
- Manohar Khatavkar
HOLD WITH STOP LOSS OF RS 3550 ON A CLOSING BASIS.
Excel Corp Care Ltd. is currently trading at Rs 3740.80. Its 52-week high/low stand at Rs 4800/
Rs 2850 made on August 2, 2018 and May 28, 2018, respectively. The stock had formed a reversal shooting star candle on the
daily scale at 52-week high and, thereafter, it witnessed correction. The correction is arrested near the double bottom zone of Rs
2950-Rs 3000. The stock had formed bullish reversal piercing line pattern on February 21, 2019, and bounced sharply and gave
a downward sloping trendline breakout at Rs 3325 on March 5, 2019. The stock is trading above its weekly pivot and above
its crucial long and short term moving averages, i.e. 20-day EMA, 50-day EMA, 100-day EMA and 200-day EMA. The daily
14-period RSI is quoting at 60.57 with a positive crossover on April 1, 2019, which depicts positive momentum. Moreover, the
fast stochastic is also trading above its slow stochastic line. In case the stock sustains above the horizontal trendline resistance,
which is currently placed at Rs 3800, we may see the stock extending its upmove. Hence, we suggest you to hold Excel Crop
with stop loss of Rs 3550 on a closing basis.

AMARA RAJA BATTERIES LTD.

CMP: `675.70

BSE Code:

500008

I had bought Amara Raja Batteries at Rs 745, but it fell sharply and I could not exit.
What to do now?
- Mahesh Alatgi
EXIT AMARA RAJA BATTERIES AT CURRENT MARKET PRICE.
Amara Raja Batteries Ltd. is currently trading at Rs.675.70. Its 52-week high/low stand
at Rs 907.75/Rs 650 made on August 21, 2018 and April 3, 2019, respectively. The stock had formed spinning top candle
as on weekend of August 28, 2015 and, thereafter, it marked a series of gradual lower tops and lower bottoms. At present,
the stock is trading below its weekly pivot and below its crucial long and short term moving averages. The 14-period weekly
RSI is currently quoting at 35.46 and it is trading below its 9-day average. The weekly MACD stays negative as it is trading
below its zero line since last two weeks. Additionally, the Ichimoku on the weekly time frame is clearly giving a negative view
as it closed below the KS and TS lines. Currently, the stock has given breakdown of crucial support of Rs 680 with strong
volumes, which suggests more downside from the current levels. Hence, we suggest you to exit in Amar Raja Batteries at the
current market price.

GVK POWER & INFRA LTD.

CMP: `7.40

BSE Code: 532708

I want to buy GVK Power & Infrastructure as it has fallen a lot. Is it the right time to
enter for the long term?
- Amit Roy Chowdhury
AVOID BUYING GVK POWER FOR NOW
GVK Power & Infrastructure Ltd. is currently trading at Rs 7.40. Its 52-week high/low
stand at Rs 17.50/Rs 5.05 made on April 9, 2018 and February 18, 2019, respectively. The stock had formed reversal dark
cloud cover pattern as on weekend of January 19, 2018 and, thereafter, it marked a sequence of lower tops and lower bottoms.
The major trend of the stock is negative as it is trading below its weekly pivot as well as all the short and long term moving
averages. The volumes are very low and oscillators are lying below 50 and are tilted southwards, which point to some more
downside for now. On the weekly scale, the fast stochastic is also trading below its slow stochastic line. Additionally, the
Ichimoku chart on weekly time frame is also clearly giving negative view as the stock is trading much below its cloud. Hence,
we suggest you to avoid buying GVK Power for now.

TORRENT POWER LTD

CMP: `261.70

BSE Code: 532779

Can I buy Torrent Power at the moment for the short term?
- Raman Taneja
BUY TORRENT POWER ONLY ABOVE RS 270 ON A CLOSING BASIS.
Torrent Power Ltd. is currently trading at Rs.261.70. Its 52-week high/low stand at Rs
276.60/Rs 212.10 made on December 3, 2018 and October 1, 2018 respectively. The
stock had formed reversal bearish engulfing candle as on weekend of January 25, 2018, and thereafter, it witnessed correction. The correction was halted near the upward sloping trendline support and it coincides with 200-week EMA. The major
trend of the stock is positive as it is trading above its weekly pivot and above its crucial long and short term moving averages,
i.e. 20-day EMA, 50-day EMA, 100-day EMA and 200-day EMA. However, at present, the stock is hovering around the
key resistance level defined by the downward sloping trendline resistance. For any further upside, the stock needs to form
sizeable bullish candle above the downward sloping trendline resistance, which is currently placed at Rs 270. Hence, we
suggest you to buy Torrent Power only above Rs 270 on a closing basis, if the RSI and volumes support.
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MARKET CAPSULE
PERFORMANCE OF OTHER INDICES

CHANGE OF THE WEEK

Date
Sensex
BSE Vol.
Nifty50 NSE Vol.
		
( ` Cr.)		
( ` Cr.)
28-03-2019
29-03-2019
01-04-2019
02-04-2019
03-04-2019

38,545.72
38,672.91
38,871.87
39,056.65
38,877.12

Change

		

5897.33
20287.35
10834.94
3035.67
2998.43

331.40

11,570.00
11,623.90
11,669.15
11,713.20
11,643.95

73.95

INSTITUTIONAL INVESTMENTS

03-04-2019
02-04-2019
01-04-2019
28-03-2019
28-03-2019

48178.62
42804.99
38208.53
36413.23
36768.77

FII

473.97
9551.8
0
3521.48
1369.48

( ` Cr.)

Indices		

28-03-2019

04-04-2019

				
MIDCAP		 15328.21

% Gain/Loss

15412.64

0.55%
0.13%

SMALL CAP		

14918.29

14938.26

AUTO		

18598.28

19280.67

3.67%

BANKEX		

34156.14

33621.4

-1.57%

FMCG		

11757.9

11642.91

-0.98%

IT		

15226.78

15379.3

1.00%

METAL		

11096.08

11475.99

3.42%

POWER		

2021.16

2029.04

0.39%

REALTY		

2064.3

2110.61

2.24%

CONTINUOUSLY MOVING UP (LAST 5 SESSIONS)

DII*

-80.83
-437.7
-1032.81
1724.39
-2080.22

Apr-03 Apr-02

* DII Includes Banks, DFIs, Insurance, New Pension Scheme and MF

TOP 10 GAINERS

Apr-01

Mar-29 Mar-28 % Change

BANG OVERSEA

39.60

38.55

36.70

35.55

31.55

25.52

HITTCO TOOLS

4.86

4.63

4.41

4.20

4.00

21.50

MADHUCONPROJ

9.29

8.85

8.43

8.03

7.65

21.44

PARLE SOFT

16.22

15.45

14.72

14.02

13.36

21.41

MURAD PROP

14.01

13.35

12.72

12.12

11.55

21.30

JAI BALA.IND

32.75

31.20

29.75

28.35

27.00

21.30

64.10

88.35

37.83

BHUSHANSTEEL

34.00

32.40

30.90

29.45

28.05

21.21

TATA MOTORS

170.60

206.10

20.81

MEENAK.ENTER

6.01

5.73

5.46

5.20

4.96

21.17

PNB HOUSING

829.50

962.00

15.97

TATA MOTORS-DVR

84.70

97.55

15.17

AASHEE INFO

5.99

5.71

5.44

5.19

4.95

21.01

SAIL

50.55

58.20

15.13

BIL ENERGY

4.50

4.29

4.09

3.90

3.72

20.97

JP ASSOCIATES

5.33

6.09

14.26

OCL IRON

3.43

3.27

3.12

2.98

2.84

20.77

ORIENT CEMENT

82.10

93.35

13.70

24.10

23.10

22.00

21.00

20.00

20.50

HSIL

248.35

282.35

13.69

INDIABULLS INTEG

293.00

332.50

13.48

WELSPUN CORP

131.90

149.20

13.12

Company Name
LAK. VILAS BANK

28-Mar-19

04-Apr-19

% Chg.

BRAHMA.INFRA

52-WEEK H/L
Security

HDFC

TOP 10 LOSERS
Company Name
REL. COMM.

28-Mar-19

% Chg.

4.35

3.42

-21.38

17.52

15.15

-13.53

654.30

584.45

-10.68

43.45

39.70

-8.63

REPCO HOME FIN

469.45

429.20

-8.57

INOX LEISURE

329.95

303.00

-8.17

BPCL

385.35

354.75

-7.94

COROMANDEL INTER

494.25

457.50

-7.44

MANAPPURAM FIN.

125.90

116.65

-7.35

ALLCARGO LOGIST.

116.65

108.65

-6.86

VODAFONE IDEA
CYIENT
CG POWER & INDU.

Subscription Rate

52-week High

PIDILITIND
SRF

4855

615

1424.9

1293.5

1293.5

2500

2500

52-WEEK H/L
Security

IDEA

All Time High

2059

KAJARIACER

04-Apr-19

BSE 500

BSE 500

52-week Low

14.95

All Time Low

14.95

NATCOPHARM*

551.95

8.00

NAVKARCORP

36.50

36.50

RCOM
TVTODAY
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